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Right now, the reality for many businesses is that

quality candidates, or just any candidates for that

matter, are hard to come by. 

 

Whether that be because of a skills shortage,

geographical location, that the vocation lacks a bit

of "cool factor", ineffective recruitment practices or

the reputation of the employer; businesses

approaching their talent acquisition efforts without

having some sort of plan in place is an inefficient

use of financial & people resources

 

It’s the right person, in the right job at
the right time.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The workplace is changing, and it can be hard

 to keep up with current best practice

methodologies, what was working for you in the

past may now no longer be relevant.

 

 
 

 

 

Best Practice Recruitment

And so  if you are wanting to improve your  recruitment practices, or are looking for

new  ways to  do things, here are some basic tips  on recruitment, values based

recruitment and considerations for your business before you post that job ad!



Before you get started have a think about how this position fits within

the organisation. If you don't have a workplace plan in place to guide you, refer

back to your businesses strategic or business plan - how does this position sit

within the scope of these documents? 

What does the ideal employee look like? What skills will they need? What are

your values? Do you have a clear idea of WHO you are looking for?

Can the position be filled by an Apprentice or Trainee? After all one of the best

ways to address a skills shortage is to build your own workforce.

Have you researched market salaries? Does the budget exist to be competitive

with what you pay?

 

Step 1. Plan your recruitment

Step 2. Define the role
Have you thought about the span of hours that would best suit your operational

requirements? 

Do you need someone full time, part time or casual?

Have you written a job description so that the new employee clearly understands

your expectations?

How does your desired skill set fit within the scope of your budgeted salary? Is

the salary too low or too high for the role criteria?

Write your job advertisement and plan your strategy to ensure your reach your

target demographic 

Have you established a social media presence and built a brand to assist potential

employees to research you?

 

Step 3. Select your candidates
Shortlist your candidates based upon qualifications, skills and previous work

experience

Do they possess a qualification or have held a previous position that would be

highly advantageous to your business?

Don't let unconscious biases cloud your judgement - don't discount the value of a

candidate based on their gender, ethnicity, education or previous employers

 



Determine who you will be interviewing with, at a minimum the hiring manager

should be present and have a level of ownership over the make-up of their team

Book your interviews in allowing some flexibility for attendees

Write your interview questions

Values Based Recruitment is an approach to attracting and selecting employees

whose attitudes, values and behaviours align with those of the organisation and

the requirements of the role. 

The best results will be gained from interview questions that require the candidate

to provide a real life example of their experience - thus allowing you to assess if

their behaviours and values match that of the organisation

Discuss & rate each candidate at the completion of each interview, selecting a

preferred candidate 

 

 

Step 4. Interview

Step 5. Making the Appointment
Check references - hone in on any areas that stood out (negative or positive) at the

interview

Complete pre-employment checks

Determine a competitive salary based upon expectations, skills and budget

Make an offer of employment

Notify the remainder of applicants they have been unsuccessful

If they were interviewed then they are deserving of a phone call

Email will suffice for all others

Prepare your new starter paperwork and commence the onboarding process to

commence the employee journey

 

 



I will soon be offering a one on one coaching program on this subject, either
face to face for Goldfields based businesses or via video chat for those based
outside of the region. 
 

At the completion you will walk away with the knowledge and confidence
to implement contemporary, best practice recruitment processes into your
organisation. I'd love to have you on board so let me know if you'd like to
join up!
 

 

The purpose of this complimentary toolkit is to provide an introduction to a basic

recruitment process.

 

When we learn something new there is always the potential to feel overwhelmed

with the task at hand, but, with solid supporting processes in place such as business

planning; job descriptions; job advertisement, interview question & reference

checking templates you'll soon be approaching your organisations' recruitment like a

pro.
 

 

I want to hear back from you

I'd love to hear how you are going using these tips in your business. Tag me in your

social media advertising so I can see how you are recruiting for best practice.

 

Facebook @thepeopleandcultureoffice

 

Instagram @thepeopleandcultureoffice     #thepeopleandcultureoffice
 

 Simone



Have you heard about our Employee Benefit Program?
What is it? Well it’s absolutely FREE to my clients and strategically designed to assist with attracting

new employees, retaining existing ones and building a positive workplace culture & employee brand.

 

Salary Packaging – As a business you want to be as successful, and as sustainable as possible, a large

contributing factor to achieving this is ensuring you attract and retain quality employees.  As the

Kalgoorlie / Goldfields region is located in a “Remote Area” as classified by the ATO, eligible

employees are able to claim Remote Area Benefits on items such as rent, mortgage interest, selected

utilities, relocation expenses and travel, thus reducing their taxable income and paying less tax.

 

The employee effectively receives a substantial increase to their overall earnings at no additional cost
to the employer.
 

Corporate Gym Membership – Snap Fitness Kalgoorlie have come on board to supply corporate

membership to the program. Encouragement of a fit & healthy workforce by way of corporate gym

memberships can assist with a reduction in absence due to illness and a reduction of injuries, both at

work and away, due to poor functional capacity.

 

Everyday Discounts – A host of local businesses have come onboard to to offer a range of discounts on

products and services for both employees and the business owner.

 

Discounts on everything from financial advice, business planning, computer repairs, motor vehicle

(mechanical & auto electrical) servicing, trades related products, women’s clothing, hairdressing

services and gifts are available to Reward Card holders as part of the Employee Benefit Program.



Who we are
There’s no denying that HR focus has dramatically changed in recent years. In the not so distant past, HR was

primarily an admin function, the dreaded “fun police” when it came to workplace policies or it was a task lumped

in with Payroll.

 

But today’s astute business leaders understand in order to succeed in today’s (and the futures) business

environment they need to move their HR function away from focussing on personnel management and

administrative tasks, and direct their focus towards managing employee engagement and strengthening

workplace culture. Smart business owners see the benefits in ensuring their employees are happy and as a

result will continue to stick around for the foreseeable future.

 

By hiring a talented HR professional, you're investing in your company's most valuable asset; its people. Savvy

business management means knowing when to call in the experts, and this is where The People & Culture Office

comes in.

 

Without an experienced HR professional in place to create people and culture strategies, SME's can struggle to

put together initiatives to help the organisation reach their strategic and operational goals.

 

The People & Culture Office is a Kalgoorlie based human resources (HR) consulting company that specialises in

developing partnerships with Small and Medium Enterprises. With our capabilities in enhancing people,

strategy, and culture we lead organisations to build greater employee efficiency, retention 

 

We offer a bespoke human resource service. Our services are designed to help SMEs achieve a competitive

advantage by aligning strategy with people & culture. We aren’t a cookie cutter, one size fits all service, we will

work with each business to identify areas to build culture, enhance performance and develop policies to achieve

their organisational goals. We combine years of experience in traditional time-honoured HR practices with the

latest in contemporary practices. This combination ensures you can be provided with the tools to build the

capacity of your business, meet legislative requirements and achieve your strategic priorities.

 

A bit about me; I’m a human resource professional with over 15 years experience spanning the mining, local

government and not-for-profit sectors, and I am Professional Member of the Australian HR Institute (AHRI) and

hold formal HR qualifications coupled with continuous professional development to maintain my AHRI

membership, and as a desire to keep abreast of contemporary human resource management practices and

changes to the legal obligations of business.

 

I had identified throughout my career that many small - medium enterprises required HR support but didn’t

necessarily have the requirement for a dedicated person employed within their business. I saw the opportunity

to consult as a way to embed the skills and knowledge once only the domain of large organisations into small

business to help create more successful, productive and high performance organisations.

 

 

We aim to be a different kind of HR consultant, to be recognised as an innovative, efficient & impactful HR

partner, creating improved business performance through best practice.

No ContractsNo Annual Fees Just Quality Service



Contact Us

w : www.thepeopleandcultureoffice.com
 

e : simone_pickering@iinet.net.au
 

Follow us on Facebook : @thepeopleandcultureoffice
 

Follow us on Instagram, : @thepeopleandcultureoffice

Our Mission - To build capacity of small - medium enterprises through people & culture initiatives. We
aim to be the leading provider of human resource solutions in the local Kalgoorlie-Boulder area, and the
wider Australian business community, helping to create more successful, productive and high
performance organisations.
 

Our Vision - To be a different kind of HR consultant, to be recognised as an innovative, efficient &
impactful HR partner, creating improved business performance through best  practice.
 

Our Values - Integrity; We embrace and uphold the highest standards of personal and professional ethics,
honesty and trust. Respect; We treat everyone with uncompromising respect, civility and
fairness. Responsibility; We are responsible to fulfill our commitments to clients with a clear
understanding of the urgency and accountability inherent in those commitments.


